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A land in chaos. A city in ruins. Finn must reach the place where it all began, her peaceful meadow

in Greenswallow, hoping to set right the wrongs of her past. Traveling forward blindly, she only

wants to retrieve her memories and help Iseult, but little does she know, the fate of men and Faie

alike hangs by a string, ready to be plucked by her fingers alone.
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The further adventures of Finn and friends had me right from the start! If you haven't read the first

two books in the "Tree of Ages" series, I would suggest it. Although each book is very readable and

enjoyable on it's own, the whole story is better. Finn - who was once a tree - has few memories of

her time before being a tree. They are important to remember, but could also be dangerous to her,

the friends surrounding her, and even the world! It is a tumultuous, uncertain time - with magic

reawakening and boundaries between the worlds of magic and mortals dissolving. As much as Finn

may wish to deny her heritage, it is moving closer to her all the time. I don't believe in spoilers, so



you'll just have to read it to see how it begins to shake out. But if you love a good fantasy with

characters that you can care about and a good series that leaves you wishing the next book was

available as soon as you finish reading it, then check this out. All of Ms. Roethle's series will grip

you and leave you wanting more!

I love this series. I hate finishing each book because it means a wait for the next book. Each

character feels like a long lost friend or enemy in a land that I know well. I love the innocence of

Finn. I love the protectiveness of Iseult. I love the steadfastness of Kai, Anna's brusque demeanor

and Bedeliias hope. Elesaid and maavar are growing on me. I can't wait to see where this journey

will lead them next. Oighear is a formidable fie but Keiran scares me the most.

Book 3 begins to bring most all the characters together and shows where their loyalties lie. It all

begins to make sense now. Although I'm the type of reader that likes suspense I also looks a good

ending. Haven't gotten there yet but now on my way to begin to understand the mysteries of the

story. Now I'm excited for Book 4 to see how it all v ends. Good reading if you like fantasies.

The story continues in earnest. More of Finn is revealed and bad things happen, but not so bad it

gets depressing. It's a very enjoyable ride with enough suspense and tension to make it exciting but

not tortuous. The stage is set for a grand clash of Queens! I canÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t wait for Book 4.

I enjoyed this book!Unfortunately, I feel like I swallowed book two and three without really chewing.

Do you know what I mean? I'm going to have to go back and read them again. I was too impatient

and I'm pretty sure I missed details. I just love the characters so much and I wanted to know what

the next step was and what was going to happen and who was going where and who is going to

leave and ugh! Anyway, loved it, will read again soon! Can't wait until book four!!!

I love love love this series! It has all the great stuff of science fiction fantasy, including a unicorn.

You really can't go wrong with this. I am very excited for book number 4!

Far and away my favorite ongoing series. Sara, you rocked this one out of the ballpark. Couldn't put

it down. My next question is when does book four come out?!

I have really enjoyed this series. The characters are not what they seem, all having their own



agenda. But they band together as friends and embark on a journey to aid a girl who was once a

tree. Definitely unique.
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